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Abstract: Unwise and increasing exploitation of various energy carriers, including oil, gas and coal, has made countries to focus on two major issues, namely running out fossil fuels, as well as environmental pollution. Hence, one of the main priorities of energy policy is to diversification of energy sources, as well as finding a safe, cheap and nonpolluting energy source (devoid of greenhouse gases). Therefore, nuclear energy is important. In this regard, the main purpose of this paper is to examine the effect of energy consumption on the quality of the environment and the introduction of the best economically efficient option for energy production. In this research, we conducted a literature search incorporating keywords of nuclear energy, nuclear fission, fossil fuel, greenhouse effect in Persian and English databases in a structured manner and retrieved the papers and articles dealt with benefits and disadvantages of nuclear energy as well as its environmental impacts and subsequently they analyzed in a descriptive manner. In this study, while studying nuclear energy, fossil fuels and renewable energy, we tried to introduce a suitable replacement of these energies to fossil fuels, taking into account the economic and environmental perspectives resulting from it. Among all types of energy sources, nuclear energy may have the least impact on the environment, including water, soil and air and is a source free from gases. In addition to all of these, this energy is considered as a safe economic option.
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Introduction

The increasing and increasing use of various energy carriers, such as oil, gas and coal, has attracted the attention of countries to two major problems, namely the end of fossil fuels, as well as environmental pollution. Hence, one of the main priorities of energy policy is diversification of energy sources, as well as finding a safe, cheap and free of greenhouse gases (Saltin and GhaffariSomiee, 2016). Due to limited resources and unsustainable fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas) and the emissions they produce in terms of air pollution, greenhouse gases and ash to produce this fuel remains a major share in energy production. However, due to the growing need for energy, can be used as a new energies such as nuclear energy (Zaheri_Abdevand and Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016). It is well known that man has established his dominance over a force that superior to all material phenomena in the world, so that he has been able to use this great force (Nuclear energy) both for
development and construction of life and to destroy it. Today, most advanced countries use nuclear energy to generate electricity and provide energy, but they have not yet provided a sensible and rational solution to reduce radioactive contamination (Nowroozi, 2013). Differences of this study with previous studies, the separation of energy into fossil fuels, nuclear energy and renewable energy. This energy separation allows us to study the effects of nuclear energy and fossil fuels on the emission of pollutants. With global warming and environmental pollution in recent decades, all countries in the world have reached a consensus to take action to reduce environmental pollution and global warming (Stern, 2007; Adamantiades and Kessides, 2009; DeCanio, 2009; Reddy and Assenza, 2009). The purpose of this descriptive-analytic study is to provide two definitions of fossil fuels, nuclear energy and renewable resources, two hypotheses by the authors and try to find an answer to these two hypotheses. The hypotheses proposed by the authors are as follows: (1) The use of nuclear energy is safer and cheaper than fossil fuels. (2) The use of nuclear energy reduces emissions of greenhouse gases and reduces pollution. In the following, we will provide some explanations about the mentioned energies and in the following sections, theoretical foundations, methodology, findings and finally the discussion will be discussed.

Energy Sources

Nuclear Energy

Nuclear energy means atomic energy. To free this energy and use it, two processes can be used: Nuclear fission and nuclear fusion. Fission means breaking down the atomic nucleus into smaller and fission particles, the combination of atomic nuclei and the production of heavier nuclei (Zaheri_Abdevand and Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016).

Application and Benefits of Nuclear Energy

One of the major benefits of nuclear power is to prevent the many types of environmental problems caused by fossil fuels, oil, coal and gas. Nuclear power is a safe alternative to power generation (5. With increasing energy consumption, concerns over warming will increase. So, we come to the conclusion that nuclear energy is reliable in this case and less damage to the environment and cheaper. Other benefits and applications of nuclear energy include.

Nuclear Energy in Medicine

Nuclear medicine is one of the branches of medical science used to diagnose and treat diseases.

Nuclear Energy in Health

If the raw materials are medicines, hygiene products and sterilized medical products, this contamination can be measured by radioactive materials.

Nuclear Energy in Agriculture

In agriculture, nuclear methods are used to repair seed of plants such as wheat, rice, corn, etc., so that they are resistant to fungal diseases, cold and other pests.

Nuclear energy in exploration: Here you can find the exact location of different mines and groundwater areas with the help of nuclear technology.

Nuclear Energy in Power Generation

Fossil fuels are not permanent resources and future generations will face a energy crisis, so the best solution is to build nuclear power plants and use nuclear fuel.

Nuclear Energy in Security

Mining exploration and surveying the density of bullets and mortars are possible with the help of nuclear-powered devices (; Movahednia et al., 2015).

Nuclear Energy in Veterinary and Animal Husbandry

Nuclear methods are used in the diagnosis and treatment of animal diseases, animal reproduction, livestock breeding in order to maximize yield, such as breeding cattle so that their usable meat can be maximized. On the health and safety of animal feed from radiation, can be used (Pourkhabbaz et al., 2013).

Nuclear Energy in the Food Industry

The quality of food, health and drinking is one of the things that can be determined by nuclear technology. Using atomic absorption systems to determine the amount of low toxicity in food, it is possible to detect food leakage. Proper irradiation of food causes pasteurization and sterilization and increases their shelf-life (Pourkhabbaz et al., 2013).

Nuclear Energy in Archaeoloy

Examples of archaeological examples, such as coins, pottery, etc., can be done to calm down and analyze them through nuclear science. To detect counterfeit samples of fossils and dating them, the amount of radioactive carbon found in the specimens is measured (Movahednia et al., 2015). It is also environmentally beneficial for the following reasons: It is a source of hazardous gases, such as CO₂, NO₂ and SO₂ and does not cause global warming. Does not cause air pollution and acid rain production. If the number of reactors
increases, it will increase the amount of fuel provided. The nuclear fission in this process is carbon-free and provides a significant portion of the world's energy. In spite of the menacing appearance of white masses coming out of the chimneys of nuclear power plants, they do not directly produce any kind of greenhouse gas. Nuclear reactors, in addition to power generation, have the potential for seawater desalination, regional heating and hydrogen fuel production. Construction of expensive nuclear power plants, but when they were built, their electricity prices would be cheaper than fossil fuel costs (Matin et al., 2013).

**Nuclear Energy Costs**

Among the nuclear energy complications are the following: The demand for electronic equipment, nuclear accidents, negative impact on health, undesirable effects on plant and animal life. In the meantime, the most serious nuclear energy problem is about nuclear waste (Movahednia et al., 2015). In the United States, nuclear waste is classified into three categories based on the type of material, the ability to generate heat and radiation intensity:

- **Low level wastes**, are the most harmless radioactive substances that can withstand radiation for a short time. The source of these wastes is hospitals, laboratories and industry. The clothes of the employees involved with these materials and tools, filters, etc. are from this category of materials. Transuranic Waste, these waste products include chemicals such as chemical waste, metal claddings and many waste materials from nuclear power plants. These materials have a short life but need to be protected by special coatings. So these materials are placed between concrete blocks and stored in a special place. High-level waste, such as waste nuclear reactors, high-fission products and some high-tech heavy-duty components with a high half-life, can be considered as very difficult and cost-effective storage conditions (Agbalagba and Onoja., 2011; Asl-Hashemi and Mokhtari, 2008; Eskandari et al., 2012; The risk of nuclear waste can be greatly reduced or completely eliminated, provided that it is stored in a safe place before it is repaired (Ciullo et al., 2016). Sometimes possible it maintains solid nuclear waste in highly radioactive nuclear power plants for 50-40 years to reduce their activity to less than 1% (Samadi, 2008). Some the methods for disposal of nuclear waste are as follows:

**Waste Explosion in Space**

Some scientists have considered space as the final area for destruction, especially for nuclear high-tech nuclear waste (Nowroozi, 2013). In this way, the radioactive material is placed in a rocket and sent to space so that it departs from the earth (Raczka, 2001).

**Landfill in the Sea and Ocean**

Atomic waste can be separated from the biosphere by burying it at the sea floor. The sea bed and the deep oceans are far from human activities, so they can be placed at a depth of 100-50 m of the ocean floor sediments to avoid human interference. In this way, international law is a major obstacle (Dabiri, 2000), the method has been used in Pakistan (Raczka, 2001).

**Landfill in Ice**

This method is proposed for materials with high radioactivity. Ice regions are far from human-occupied areas and do not require the development of foreign and hidden technology. The disadvantages of this method are the unstable motion of the ice masses, as well as the increase of temperature and melting of the ice masses (Nowroozi, 2013; Bahmani and Azizi, 2016; Raczka, 2001).

**DeepInjection in Geological Formations**

This method is suitable for watery waste that is injected into pitting and slit layers at a depth of 5000-1000 m (Ghezeli and Dehghanian, 2014).

**Landfill in Salt**

Salt deposits are suitable for landfill and atomic waste, but the main problem in this way is to contact these wastewater with circulating groundwater (Ghezeli and Dehghanian, 2014).

**Burial in Tuff Stone**

This rock is a volcanic rock due to its tolerance and absorption quality. Scientists believe that this rock can be a high-level radioactive waste landfill (Ghezeli and Dehghanian, 2014). The best areas for solid landfill landfills are thick soils, clay rocks from clay deposition, hard rock, such as high-temperature granite rocks, resources Calcareous and dolomitic stones (Movahednia et al., 2015).

**Renewable Energy**

It is a kind of energy that, unlike non-renewable energies, is capable of returning to nature. It turns out that replacing this kind of energy with fossil fuels will save energy, control energy supply and demand and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Renewable energies are important because of the benefits that they have, these benefits include: Renewable energy technology is a clean energy source and has less environmental impact, These resources are endless, The most investment in renewable energy is on materials and equipment, which makes them busy, These resources will reduce dependence on fossil resources and provide energy security for
countries (Matin et al., 2013). The point about important renewable energy sources is attention to the limitations of these resources due to geographical location, weather conditions and annual and seasonal fluctuations, so these resources can not be alone provide energy, especially in large societies. Therefore, based on the experience gained in many countries, it seems that the only source that is able to supply energy for future generations as well as the control of greenhouse gas emissions is nuclear energy (Zaheri_Abdevand and Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016).

Fossil Fuels

Types of stored solar energy are called fossil fuels. These fuels come from the decomposition of organic materials. These fuels, which include oil, natural gas and coal, provide global energy consumption of about %90 (Darwishi et al., 2016). It should be noted that these resources are limited and unsustainable and the high use of these resources has harmful effects on the environment (Zaheri_Abdevand and Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016). Today, there are growing concerns about fossil fuels and environmental pollution, which is the result of the burning of fossil fuels worldwide. Such as the incident in the Meuse Valley of Belgium, the incident of London and Los Angeles. So the world is more than ever to think of finding alternative energy sources and reducing the negative consequences of fossil fuels (Roudbari, 2001). Most of the energy consumed in the world is supplied by fossil fuels. These fuels have a variety of toxic and hazardous pollutants that enter the environment in many ways and ultimately the human food chain. Although the environmental impacts of the use of fossil fuels on surface water, groundwater, soil, air, vegetation, etc. are numerous, but the topic of air pollution and their greenhouse effects are more relevant (Darwishi et al., 2016; Zaheri_Abdevand and Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016) (Table 1).

Air Pollution

Combustion of fossil fuels enters a huge amount of SO₂, NOₓ, CO and CO₂ in the air (Zaheri_Abdevand & Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016). This contamination can be in the form of smog, acid rain and particulate emerge (Zaheri_Abdevand and Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016; Roudbari, 2001).

Greenhouse Effect

Combustion of fossil fuels is the main source of greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere (Roudbari, 2001). This phenomenon increases the temperature of the Earth, melting the polar ice and raising the surface of the water (Zaheri_Abdevand and Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas Fuel</th>
<th>NOₓ</th>
<th>SO₂</th>
<th>SO₃</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>SPM</th>
<th>CO₂</th>
<th>CH₄</th>
<th>N₂O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquid gas</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>17.33</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95.74</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>47.53</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas oil</td>
<td>44.43</td>
<td>35.31</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>76.02</td>
<td>19.46</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>64.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel oil</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>60.25</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATK</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>26.46</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>51.91</td>
<td>35.62</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fundamentals and Theoretical Framework

This section of the paper is to explain the key words to describe their research and approaches are discussed to explain the subject matter of and response to the hypothesis presented.

Nuclear Energy

The released thermal energy is due to fission of the uranium atom, which is used to generate water vapor and turn off power turbines (Ebrahimipour, 2008).

Nuclear Fission

A process in which a heavy atom such as uranium is converted into two lighter atoms. When a nucleus with a large atomic number is split, according to the Einstein formula (E = mc²) some of its mass is converted into energy (Chakam and Abadian, 2014).

Fossil Fuels

These fuels are caused by the incomplete degradation of dead organic matter (most of the plants and marine organisms). These organic materials are converted into hydrocarbons and fossil fuels through complex chemical reactions (Zaheri_Abdevand and Zaheri_Abdevand, 2016).

Greenhouse Effect

In this phenomenon, greenhouse gases in the Earth's atmosphere store a fraction of the solar energy that has been emitted into the atmosphere inside the atmosphere and the Earth's temperature remains constant at the appropriate level. This action calls greenhouse gases a greenhouse effect (The air inversion and greenhouse effect). One of the challenges of the 21st century is the environmental crisis. Most of the environmental problems of the current century have been created due to the increased consumption of fossil fuels (Moghimi-FeyzAbadi et al., 2011). Many studies have been done about the types of energy. Following global moves towards more environmental pollution than previous decades, consideration of environmental damage caused by the energy sector is essential. In this regard, it is important to pay attention to the amount of emissions and greenhouse gases in choosing the type of energy that has the least damage to the environment.
Research Method

Due to limited energy resources and technological advances, the use of nuclear energy is increasing day by day. In this research, two hypotheses are proposed by the authors and the goal is to find an answer to these two hypotheses. The hypotheses proposed by the authors are as follows:

1. The use of nuclear energy is safer and cheaper than fossil fuels
2. The use of nuclear energy reduces greenhouse gas emissions and reduces pollution

The methods for collecting information in this research are as follows:

1. Library Method: By collecting descriptive information from books and library resources
2. Use of conference papers and scientific papers published in prestigious journals and to analyze and compare the results of studies
3. Examining National Bases (SID, Google Scholar, Magiran, Iranmedex) and International (Sciedirect)

Findings and Outcomes

Following the search for structured keywords in online databases, 85 articles were retrieved. After removing 33 duplicate articles, 52 eligible articles were selected for further analysis. The results show that with the passage of time the number of articles in the area of environmental effects caused by the consumption of energy, especially fossil fuels has increased. We will look at some of these studies. Abdoli and Yadqar (2006), state that the use of fossil fuels can cause emissions of greenhouse gases and environmental pollutants. In this research, while recognizing the energy and environment issues, alternative fossil fuel policies are being explored. The research findings showed that removing energy subsidies and targeting them would be an effective step in protecting the environment. Also, the effectiveness of increasing energy efficiency is high and the government can achieve large savings through small investments. Schneider (1989) studied the effects of greenhouse gas emissions. Because global warming caused by greenhouse gases has become an important issue and political science. From 1850, due to the combustion of fossil fuels and unsustainable use of land (mainly deforestation), CO₂ levels have increased and consequently other greenhouse gases emissions such as methane and chlorofluorocarbons are also rising. Following studies, scientists have claimed that a heating signal is coming to the earth and most recent weather models represent the principle that global temperatures will rise from 2°C to 6°C over the next century. Barbir et al. (1990) studied the environmental damage caused by the use of fossil fuels. The purpose of this study is to identify the negative effects of using fossil fuels and assess their significance. According to this study, the cost of using fossil fuels is extremely expensive and not cost-effective. Also, these energies are not compatible with the environment and ruin it creates context, so using of the alternative energies and environmental protection are recommended. Moattar et al. (2007) compared the comparative economics of nuclear and fossil power generation. For this purpose, Shahid Rajaee fossil Powerhouse was selected in Qazvin, whose total capacity is like a 1000 MW nuclear powerhouse. For this comparison, the cost of building a powerhouse, the annual fuel cost (Rials), the cost of repairing the heater powerhouse, the cost of producing the nuclear powerhouse, the cost of the fuel cycle, the cost of buying a yellow cake, the cost of enrichment, the cost of producing fuel rod and Shipping and post-cycle costs were calculated. According to the results of "Table 2", it can be concluded that the final price of electricity produced by the nuclear powerhouse is competitive with the most common fossil powerhouse (Steam powerhouse). A very important point in comparing these powerhouse is their environmental consequences, which are quantitatively referred to in "Table 2" as the social costs. If these costs added to the price of electricity generated by powerhouse, nuclear powerhouse is cheaper than fossil power plant is economically feasible. KazemiRad et al. (2008) examined the nuclear energy alternative to fossil fuels have economic and environmental perspective. In this study, taking into account the 800 million dollars in fuel costs and 100 million dollars in maintenance costs, fuel costs a planthouse fossil 1000 MW is between 400 to 700 million dollars but fuel a powerhouse nuclear 1000 MW is 10 million dollars and in the worst 25 million dollars. According to these calculations, in the most pessimistic case of fuel costs for a nuclear power house is only 10% of the similar fossil fuel cost and in this respect nuclear energy is considered as a safe economic option.

Table 2: Price of electricity generated by power plants in terms of social costs (kwh / Rial)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of powerhouse</th>
<th>Electricity generated (a)</th>
<th>Social costs (b)</th>
<th>Final price of electricity (a + b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heater</td>
<td>156.25</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>336.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined cycle</td>
<td>161.76</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>314.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>152.00</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>192.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In a study, the impact of nuclear energy on the amount of CO₂ as an indicator of environmental quality in the period 2014-2004 was addressed. The results showed that nuclear energy consumption had a negative and significant effect on CO₂ emissions (Saltin and GhaffariSomee, 2016). In a study China's nuclear power industry has been a major achievement of the country over the past three decades. China has faced serious challenges, such as environmental protection and the problems associated with the use of fossil fuels, so actions to promote the nuclear energy industry in pursuit of sustainable development (Zeng et al., 2016). In 2015, the relationship between nuclear energy consumption and economic growth was monitored in 15 countries. The results for the 1980s and 1990s show that there are no causal relationships between nuclear energy use and economic growth in ten of the 15 countries. Although in five other countries, there is a significant causal relationship between nuclear energy consumption and economic growth (Ozcan and Ari, 2015). Economic analysis of the relationship between energy and the environment in Japan shows that the main focus is on electricity generation. 2030 is nuclear energy. The options provided by the government are improving energy efficiency, increasing renewable energy and reducing CO₂ emissions. The economic analysis presented in this study contributed to Japan's future energy and environmental policy (Homma and Akimoto, 2013).

In a study of the impact of the state's economic policies on the quality of the environment in seven countries Iran, Syria, Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco and Tunisia from the Middle East and North Africa region (MENA), was examined during the period 1997-2007. In this study, carbon dioxide emissions and airborne concentrations were considered to be indicators of air pollution. The results of this study showed that government investments were a major factor in determining the amount of carbon dioxide emissions (Shahab and Nasser Sadrabadi, 2013). The study examined the relationship between nuclear power consumption, economic growth and CO₂ emissions during the period 2010-2015. The results showed that nuclear energy has a reciprocal and significant effect on CO₂ emissions. The results also indicate a two-way causality relation between nuclear power consumption and economic growth (Shojaee et al., 2012). The study also

examined the long-term impact of economic development and financial development on the environmental quality of the selected OPEC member countries. The empirical results obtained during the period of 1973-2007 show that the financial development indicators for carbon dioxide emissions are negatively affected as a criterion for environmental quality (Asghar-Pour et al., 2013). Other studies on nuclear energy can be found on Saed (1999-2000; 2004), Shafe (1998), Alizadeh (1987), Sa'idi and Ben Mbarek (2016), Min et al. (2014), Apergis and Payne (2010), Menyah and Wolde-Rufael (2010) and Mohammadvand-Nahidi and AliPour (2010).

Discussion

The study was carried out with the aim of investigating the environmental and economical effects of different types of energy. Literature reviews showed that both qualitative and quantitative subject of interest was considered. In this article, descriptive and analytical method was selected. The required information was collected through journals, dissertations, research papers and scientific bases and then, the different types of energy cost in order to meet human energy needs were discussed. The strong dependence and growing demand for energy sources, which is a key factor in growth and economic activity, on the one hand and the limitation of fossil fuels on the other, justifies the world's future energy supply. Hence, the world is struggling to overcome this energy shortage and turn to new energies, especially nuclear power. Excessive use of fossil fuels by humans causes emissions of greenhouse gases and environmental degradation and pollution. The most important alarming alarm on the impact of human injuries on the environment is the pollution of air, soil, rivers and seas with toxic and deadly substances (Matin et al., 2013). Today, the increasing trend of the use of nuclear technology in various sectors of research, industry, agriculture, medicine, etc. has led (Sabzghabaee and Dadvar, 2015) that the use of nuclear energy would be as compromised as possible between the right to development and environmental observance. With the explanation that one of the principles that is nowadays in international law is the principle of sustainable development, according to this principle, economic development must be carried out in such a way that it has the least negative impact on the environment (Ilderomy and Norouzifard, 2013). The development of technology and the efforts of the international community have shown that the
benefits of using nuclear energy are increasing day by day and increasing its desirability. Although it seems that some disadvantages such as radioactive waste will be seriously addressed for a long time. In general, in the context of the increasing development of nuclear technology and the observance of international requirements for its use, a fairly clear prospect for the use of nuclear energy can be outlined (Ilderomy and Norouzifard, 2013).

**Conclusion**

Enabling energy, economic progress and increasing the welfare of the people. Most of the energy needed to date has been required from fossil fuels. These resources are limited and contaminated after consumption. One of the most important problems caused by fossil fuels, which has attracted the most attention, is the warming of the earth and climate change, as well as acid rain that has devastating effects on forests and aquatic plants. Humans by using fossil fuels, generate greenhouse gases and thereby offset the energy balance of the earth. Nuclear power serves as one of the environmental approaches to cope with global warming and lower environmental pollution caused by fossil fuels. Nuclear energy is a safe, clean and inexpensive substitute for power generation and should not allow false information and tactics to make people fearful about using this energy efficiently. The development of technology and the efforts of the international community suggests that day to day the benefits of using nuclear energy will increase its disadvantages and increase its utility. However, it seems that some disadvantages such as industrial wastes will be seriously addressed for a long time. In general, in the context of the growing development of nuclear technology and the observance of international requirements for its use, a relatively clear outlook for the use of nuclear energy can be outline(Salimi-Torkamani, 2012). Nuclear powerhouse do not have environmental pollution. The only problem with these powerhouse is their nuclear waste, which does not pose a particular risk if they respect their safety and landfill principles in non-residential areas far from humans. Also, the important advantages of nuclear fuel are that this fuel prevents the occurrence of a variety of environmental problems caused by coal fuels, oil and gas. The answer to this question which of fossil fuels or nuclear fuels has more environmental benefits is due to the waste generated in each of these fuels lies. With the production of nuclear energy, no other material is burned in the true sense. Heat is generated through nuclear fissures, not oxidation. Nuclear energy, in fact, helps to save the environment by removing nuclear waste that is usually suspended in the air. Nuclear reactors also given amount of fuel, produce the nuclear wastes. These fuels used in the fuel tank of the reactor are maintained (unlike fossil fuels that send the gases into space, solid waste generated by nuclear fuel will be maintained throughout the reactor fuel production process and in Finally, no smoke or garbage enters the space). It is clear that the best means of choosing energy systems is to select the system that has the lowest cost, both in terms of the costs that the electricity consumers have to pay and the costs imposed on the whole society (Uic Nuclear Issues, 2004a; 2004b). In general, the costs of associated with the construction and investment of nuclear powerhouse are higher than the cost for building fossil powerhouse. But when the nuclear powerhouse was built and exploitation, low cost economic variables, so that the use of nuclear energy is more economical from the other systems. Based on the analysis and study of the studies carried out and their comparison, it can be said that the use of nuclear energy is economically more cost effective than other energies, as well as producing none of the greenhouse gas produced by fossil fuels and thus reduces the pollution of the environment.
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